
Removals
Do it Yourself to Full Service
Removals are one of the Göllner family's traditional fields of activity. Through generations, techniques and

services, have advanced and been developed to fit our customer needs. To us it doesn't matter whether you

change the district, the city or the country you live in. Expert advice in the run-up, comprehensive support

during the removal and our relocation-service make your change of locations as comfortable as possible.
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Moving can mean stress. Whether changing to another floor in your

apartment block, moving from Southern Germany to Northern Germany or

even to a foreign country - many things have to be taken into account. We

will organize your removal after an initial free of charge consultation, where

your concerns are most important to us and even unusual desires can be

fulfilled.

Our services range from providing only a truck including the driver and all

needed materials up to a complete full-service solution. According to your

needs, we will pack your furniture, skillfully rearrange it and conduct expert

. We can clean up your old

apartment or dispose your old furniture if you wish. Afterwards we will

naturally pick up the removal boxes that are no longer required free of

charge.

Our special air-suspention removal vehicles provide safe transportation of your

complete furniture, your personal souvenirs, your antiques or your sensible IT

devices. Regular training of our expert personnel guarantees a reliable and

competent service. If you don't want to take your complete household

furniture with you, our facility is at your disposal. We can carefully

store everything into our storage containers right in front of your house. Safely

locked up in our temperature-controlled storage facility they will wait for your

delivery order.

Especially for our , we deploy our most

experienced teams to provide a well organized and careful removal. We will

organize all necessary paperwork, such as notification of authorities,

forwarding requests and so on - all you have to do is sit back and relax!

An enhanced service offer, is our Meaning, we

can find a new apartment for you, check the infrastructure, look for

schools and kindergarten and even find a tenant for your old apartment,

take care of your telephone hookups and have your car registered. If you

only have few pieces of furniture to send - we can arrange it to be

with other big loads. That saves money and helps protect the

environment!

The ongoing globalization demands employees to be more flexible and

mobile. Can you imagine living in Singapore next month? We will organize

your , first supervise you through the

planning stage, systematically packing your furniture and other goods, load

everything into a container and provide all necessary declaration papers.

After the overseas transport, we will organize a dependable delivery to your

new location - so you can feel at home again as soon as possible.

As a long-year of the and the

of we have comprehensive experience

with relevant accounting systems for Inner-German and European

removals. Countless satisfied customers approve for our high quality

services.

FURNITURE AND KITCHEN INSTALLATIONS

STORAGE

SENIOR CUSTOMER SERVICE

RELOCATION SERVICE.

CO-

LOADED

OVERSEAS TRANSPORTATION

CONTRACTOR GERMAN BUNDESWEHR

DEPARTMENT FOREIGN AFFAIRS

Do it Yourself to Full Service



Delivery of packing materials and boxes before removal

Pick up service of all packing materials and boxes

after the removal

External lift

Proper packing and transports of antiques

Counseltation with our removal advisor

Load and unload removal goods

Providing checklists and other supporting info material

Disassembling and reassembling of furniture

Do it yourself removal (we only provide the truck
including a driver and packing materials)

Disposal of old furniture

Non-binding quote

Full Service removal

Basic cover according to the code of commercial law

Craftsman service

No-parking zones in front of your house during removal

Complete installations including decoration, lamps
and curtains

Kitchen installations

Air cargo

Storage

Rented vehicles including drivers and packing materials

Single furniture pick-up service possible

Company removals

Specially trained personnel

Packing service for overseas transports

Vehicle transports

Contactor of German Bundeswehr and the
Department of Foreign Affairs

Relocation-Service for frequently moving people

Senior-Service with special needs

Standard and special packings

Transport insurance providing comprehensive commitment

Overseas transportation

Sale of removal boxes and packing materials

Loading of cars with special ramp

World wide delivery contacts

Custom made kitchen board cutting service

Private Removals
Our Services



Comprehensive advisory service

Info stickers for furniture, office equipment,
packing boxes

Detailed time plan for easy orientation

External lifts for fast loading/unloading of upper
levels

Suppling of packing materials in advance

Checklists

IT-Removal Service

Express goods (for instantly accessible needed goods)

Expert disposal of out-of-use business documents
and other data containers

Weekend transportation permits

Inventory of removal goods

Organization of temporary no-parking zones
providing short and optimal loading condition

Coordination of team involved in the removal

Storage of business records and archives

Disassembly and reassembly service for desks and
other office furniture

New-furniture delivery service

Organization chart

Project organization

Protective anti-static covers for computers

Transport service for Safes up to 600 kg

Removal control center

Lockable containers for confidential business

Certified removal company

Company Removals
Our Services
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Göllner Spedition GmbH & Co. KG
Kräher Weg 11 · 31582 Nienburg

info@goellner-spedition.eu
www.goellner-spedition.euTel.: 05021/901-0 · Fax: 05021/901-99


